. Parietal cortical areas are strongly linked with areas of frontal cortex (premotor cortex and the frontal and supplementary eye fields), which themselves encode object locations relative to a variety of reference frames (Rizzolatti et al., 1981a (Rizzolatti et al., , 1981b (Rizzolatti et al., , 1994 Gentilucci et al., 1983; Goldberg and Bruce, 1990; Graziano et al., 1994 Graziano et al., , 1997 Gross and Graziano, 1995; Olson and Gettner, 1995) . The spatial reference frames used in parietal and frontal cortex have been actions to which they contribute (looking, reaching, Adapted from Colby et al., 1988. grasping). Beyond these egocentric representations, recent work has demonstrated the existence at the single unit level of more abstract, allocentric representations to the stimulus and not when spatial perception alone that encode stimulus locations and actions in coordiis tested (Pizzamiglio et al., 1989) . This dependence on nates that are independent of the observer (Olson and action indicates that spatial representations in parietal Gettner, 1995 Gettner, , 1996 . The following sections describe cortex incorporate both sensory information about disevidence for five distinct spatial reference frames used tance and information about intended actions. Milner in parietal and frontal cortex: eye-centered, head-cenand Goodale (1995) have emphasized the role of parietal tered, reaching-related, grasp-related, and object-cencortex in generating spatial representations for the guidtered. ance of action.
The variety of deficits observed following parietal lobe damage suggests that parietal cortex contains more Eye-Centered Spatial Representation At first glance, the map of space in the lateral intrapariethan one kind of spatial representation. To understand more precisely how parietal cortex contributes to spatial tal area (LIP) seems simple. Neurons in area LIP have receptive fields at locations defined relative to the retina. perception and action, several groups of investigators have carried out recordings from single neurons in alert These neurons carry visual, memory, and saccade-related signals that can be modulated by orbital position (Bushmonkeys trained to perform spatial tasks. Since the pioneering studies in the 1970s of Hyvarinen, Sakata, nell et al., 1981; Gnadt and Andersen, 1988; Andersen et al., 1990; Goldberg et al., 1990) . These apparently Mountcastle, Goldberg, and Robinson, physiologists have sought to specify the sensory and motor conditions heterogeneous signals can all be understood as reflecting the degree to which spatial attention has been under which parietal neurons are activated, using tasks that typically require a hand or an eye movement toward allocated to the location of the receptive field (Colby et al., 1995 (Colby et al., , 1996 . The spatial representation is not simply a visual target. This work in monkeys has provided direct evidence that parietal cortex contains several distinct retinotopic, however. Rather, neurons combine visual and eye movement information to construct a stable, functional areas (Figures 1 and 2 ) and multiple representations of space (Colby et al., 1988; eye-centered representation of space (Goldberg et al., Distribution of neuronal response properties in the middle third of the intraparietal sulcus in one monkey. Each column represents results from a single 10 mm electrode penetration through the medial or lateral bank. Penetrations are spaced 1 mm apart. The banks of the sulcus have been separated at the posterior end of the sulcus (bottom of figure) . Somatosensory activity predominates on the medial bank, with a visual region near the posterior portion of the fundus (area MIP). Visual and oculomotor activity predominate on the lateral bank (area LIP). Bimodal visual and somatosensory neurons with strong direction selectivity are found in the fundus (area VIP). Adapted from Colby and Duhamel, 1991 . Responses of one LIP neuron in three conditions. Left panel: during fixation, the neuron responds to the onset of a stimulus in the receptive field. Center: response following a saccade that moves the receptive field onto a stimulus. Right: response following a saccade that moves the receptive field onto a previously stimulated location. The stimulus is presented for only 50 ms and is extinguished before the saccade begins. The response is to a memory trace that has been remapped from the coordinates of the initial eye position to those of the final eye position. Adapted from Duhamel et al., 1992a. 1990; Duhamel et al., 1992a; Colby et al., 1993a) . This move. The activity of a single neuron is shown in three conditions. In a standard fixation task (left panel), the combination is essential because neural representations of space are maintained over time, and the brain neuron responds to the onset of a stimulus in the receptive field. In a saccade task (center), the neuron remust solve the problem of updating them when a receptor surface is moved. Every time we move our eyes, sponds when an eye movement brings the receptive field onto a location containing a visual stimulus. The each object in our surroundings activates a new set of retinal neurons. Despite these changes, we experience unexpected result is shown in the right panel. Here the monkey made the same saccade, but the stimulus was the world as stable.
More than a century ago, Helmholtz (1866) proposed flashed on for only 50 ms so that the stimulus was already extinguished before the saccade began. This that the reason the world stays still when we move our eyes is that the "effort of will" involved in making an means that no stimulus was ever physically present in the receptive field. So why does the neuron fire? We eye movement simultaneously adjusts our perception to take that eye movement into account. He suggested infer that an updated memory trace of the stimulus is driving the cell. At the time of stimulus onset, while the that when a motor command is issued to shift the eyes in a given direction, a copy of that command, a corollary monkey is looking at the initial fixation point, the stimulus activates neurons whose receptive fields encompass discharge, is sent to brain areas responsible for generating our internal image of the world. This image is itself the stimulated location. Some of these neurons will continue to fire after stimulus offset, encoding the location shifted so as to stay in alignment with the new visual information that will arrive following the eye movement.
at which the stimulus occurred (Gnadt and Andersen, 1988) . At the time of the eye movement, information A simple experiment convinces most observers that Helmholtz' account must be essentially true. When you about the stimulus is passed from these neurons to a new set of neurons whose receptive fields now encomdisplace your retina by pressing on the eye, the world does seem to move. In contrast, we are generally oblivipass the stimulated location. The neural mechanism underlying this information ous to the changes in the retinal image that occur with each eye movement. This perceptual stability has long transfer must depend on a corollary discharge of the eye movement command: knowledge about the eye been understood to reflect the fact that what we "see" is not a direct impression of the external world but a movement causes the memory trace of the stimulus to be updated, or remapped, from the coordinates of the construction or internal representation of it. It is this internal representation that is updated in conjunction initial fixation point to the coordinates of the new fixation point. Nearly all neurons in area LIP exhibit this kind with eye movements.
Neurons in area LIP contribute to updating the internal of remapping of stimulus memory traces. An important implication of this finding is that neurons have access image (Duhamel et al., 1992a; Colby et al., 1993a) . The experiment illustrated in Figure 3 shows that the memory to visual information from the entire visual field, not just from the classically defined receptive field. These trace of a previous stimulus is updated when the eyes neurons must already have in place the connections depends on parietal cortex. The remapping of memory traces, demonstrated in single neurons in area LIP, prethat provide input from distant regions of the visual field.
Remapping updates the internal representation of sumably provides the substrate for the capacity to update an eye-centered spatial representation. Both the space in conjunction with eye movements so that the internal image always matches the current eye position.
physiological and the neuropsychological results indicate that parietal cortex uses information about motor Visual information is thereby maintained in eye-centered coordinates. This representation is essential for the commands to transform visual input from retinal coordinates into an eye-centered representation suitable for guidance of oculomotor responses directed toward the stimulated location. Compared to a head-centered or the guidance of eye movements. The strong connections between area LIP and the frontal eye fields (Schall world-centered representation, an eye-centered representation has the advantage that it is already in the et al. and the discovery of remapped visual responses in the frontal eye fields coordinates of the effector system that will be used to acquire the target. Neurons in area LIP accomplish the (Goldberg and Bruce, 1990; Umeno and Goldberg, 1997) suggest that these areas work together to construct sensory to motor coordinate transformation and generate an action-oriented spatial representation for the an eye-centered representation of oculomotor space. Many questions remain as to how this representation guidance of eye movements.
Studies of patients indicate that remapping and the is coordinated with the head, body, or world-centered reference frames that are called into play when the goal construction of an eye-centered representation are impaired as a result of parietal lobe damage. This has been of foveating a target requires more than an eye movement (Brotchie et al., 1995; Andersen et al., 1997 ; demonstrated using an eye movement task in which two targets are presented sequentially. The subjects' task Krauzlis et al., 1997) . is simply to look at the targets in order. Because the targets are very brief (on the order of 100 ms), they are Head-Centered Spatial Representation no longer present at the time the eye movements are A head-centered representation is one in which visual performed. Programming the first saccade is easy. The receptive fields are tied to the skin surface of the head. size and direction of the required saccade exactly match As long as the head is stationary, the visual receptive the retinal position of the first target. Programming the field covers the same part of space, regardless of the second saccade presents a problem. The second target position of the eyes or the rest of the body. Some neuwas seen from one location, but the saccade toward it rons in the ventral intraparietal area (area VIP) represent will start from a different location. In order to program locations in a head-centered reference frame. Neurons this second saccade, the system must take into account in area VIP are strongly responsive to visual stimuli, yet the difference between the initial eye position and the they can also be driven well by somatosensory stimuli new eye position. Remapping the memory trace of the (Colby and Duhamel, 1991; Duhamel et al., 1991 Duhamel et al., , 1998 . second target from the coordinates of the initial eye For most neurons, the somatosensory receptive fields position to the coordinates of the new eye position acare restricted to the head and face. These tactile recomplishes the necessary transformation. If remapping ceptive fields correspond to the visual receptive fields underlies spatially accurate behavior, then a lesion in in three ways. First, they match in location when the the cortical areas responsible for remapping should monkey looks at a central fixation point: a neuron that manifest itself as a difficulty in compensating for a previresponds to a visual stimulus in the upper left visual ous saccade.
field also responds when the left side of the brow is This prediction was verified in two studies of patients touched. The dividing line between somatosensory rewith unilateral parietal lobe damage (Duhamel et al., ceptive fields linked to the upper and lower visual fields 1992b; Heide et al., 1995) . These patients made both is not at the level of the eyes, as might be expected for saccades accurately when the first saccade was dia matched representation, but at the level of the mouth. rected into the good (ipsilesional) hemifield. They failed Neurons with foveal visual receptive fields have somatoonly when the first saccade was directed into the consensory receptive fields on and around the muzzle, as tralesional field, exhibiting an inability to remap the secthough the mouth were the fovea of the facial somatoond target. This is not a memory deficit. Patients occasensory system. Second, visual and somatosensory resionally saccade directly to the second target location, ceptive fields match in size. Neurons with small visual indicating that they both saw and remembered its locareceptive fields tend to have restricted somatosensory tion. Rather, they failed because they could not calculate receptive fields at a matching location, whereas those the change in target location relative to eye position.
with large, peripheral visual receptive fields have larger Patients with damage limited to frontal cortex do not somatosensory receptive fields that may include the show this pattern of results (Heide et al., 1995) , which side of the head. Third, neurons have matched prefersuggests that the capacity to use the metrics of a sacences for the direction in which a stimulus is moved. A cade to update the visual representation is a unique neuron that responds to a visual stimulus moving toward property of parietal cortex.
the right, but not to one moving left, also responds when Two conclusions can be drawn from these experia small probe is brushed lightly across the monkey's ments. First, these patients do not have a simple spatial face in a rightward but not a leftward direction. deficit-they can make visually guided eye movements
The correspondence between visual and tactile reto all the targets perfectly well. Instead, they have a ceptive field locations immediately raises the question deficit that affects updating a spatial representation for use by a particular motor system. Second, updating of what happens to the relative locations of these fields Changes in eye position (E-G) do not affect trajectory selectivity, indicating that stimuli are coded in a head-centered spatial reference frame. Adapted from Colby et al., 1993b. in a single cell when either receptor surface moves. If the field: it responds to a certain portion of the skin surface and to the visual stimulus aligned with it, no matter what visual receptive field were simply retinotopic, it would occupy the same portion of the retina regardless of eye part of the retina is activated. Similar trajectory selective neurons have been described by Rizzolatti and coworkposition, and if the tactile receptive field were purely somatotopic, it would be unchanged by eye position.
ers (Fogassi et al., 1992 (Fogassi et al., , 1996 in regions of premotor cortex that receive input from area VIP. Recent work There could not be a consistent match in location if both receptive fields were defined solely with respect to their shows that head-centered visual receptive fields are not limited to trajectory-selective neurons: a quantitative receptor surfaces. The answer is that visual receptive fields move across the retina so as to maintain spatial study of VIP neuron responses to fronto-parallel motion indicates that many neurons have head-centered recorrespondence with somatosensory receptive fields; that is, visual receptive fields are head-centered. An ceptive fields (Bremmer et al., 1997; Duhamel et al., 1997) . example is shown in Figure 4 . This neuron responds best to a visual stimulus approaching the mouth from
The presumed function of the head-centered representation in area VIP is to guide movements of the head, any direction (left column, Figures 4A and 4C ) and does not respond to the same visual stimulus on a trajectory especially reaching with the mouth. This was suggested by the observation of an unusual class of neurons that toward the brow (right column, Figures 4B and 4D ). This pattern of response indicates that the stimulus is not respond selectively to visual stimuli presented at very close range, within 5 cm of the face (Colby et al., 1993b) . being encoded in a simple retinotopic coordinate frame: stimuli moving through the same portion of visual space These "ultranear" neurons are equally well activated by monocular or binocular stimulus presentation, which inevoke quite different responses depending on the projected point of contact. Rather, this neuron is encoding dicates that their distance tuning depends on cues other than disparity. Ultranear neurons could signal the presvisual information in a head-centered coordinate frame. This was confirmed by having the monkey shift its gaze ence of a stimulus that can be acquired by reaching with the mouth. This idea about the function of the headto different locations ( Figures 4E-4G) . Regardless of where the monkey looked, the cell continued to respond centered representation in area VIP fits with the results of anatomical studies showing that area VIP projects to best to visual stimuli on any trajectory heading toward the mouth and failed to respond to stimuli moving along the specific region of premotor cortex involved in the control of head and mouth movements (Matelli et al., similar trajectories but directed toward other points on the face. This neuron has a head-centered receptive 1994, Soc. Neurosci., abstract; Lewis and Van Essen, 1996, Soc. Neurosci., abstract). Neurons in this premotor These bimodal neurons are strongly activated when the monkey reaches for a visual target and are specific region, known as area F4, also have bimodal receptive fields, many of which respond best to visual stimuli prefor both the location of the target and for the arm that is used to reach toward it. Below these bimodal neusented within a few centimeters of the skin surface (Rizzolatti et al., 1981a (Rizzolatti et al., , 1981b Gentilucci et al., 1988) . Like rons is a purely visual region with an unusual property: some neurons here give visual responses that become the trajectory-selective neurons in area VIP, these premotor neurons also maintain visual responsiveness to stronger when the target is moved to within reaching distance. These "near" cells presumably signal the presstimuli approaching the tactile receptive field, regardless of the direction in which the monkey is looking ence of a target that can be acquired by reaching with the arm. (Fogassi et al., 1992 (Fogassi et al., , 1996 . In both areas VIP and F4, locations are represented in terms appropriate for a
The progression in sensory receptive field properties through the depth of MIP is mirrored in the response specific kind of action, namely moving the head.
Multiple spatial representations appear to coexist in properties observed in a directional reaching task. Selectivity for movement direction was prominent around area VIP. The response properties of many neurons are consistent with a spatial representation in head-centhe time of the movement for more dorsal neurons, whereas more ventral neurons showed direction selectered coordinates: both the ultranear and the trajectoryselective neurons encode stimulus location relative to tivity around the time of stimulus presentation (Johnson et al., 1996) . Neurons with reaching-related activity have the head, as do many bimodal neurons. Results from electrical stimulation support the idea that some neubeen found to encode both stimulus features, such as location and direction of stimulus motion (Eskander and rons contribute to a head-centered representation. Microstimulation in this region can evoke saccades into a Assad, 1997, Soc. Neurosci., abstract) and motor parameters (Andersen et al., 1997) . The existence of visual restricted zone in head-centered space, independent of the starting position of the eye (Thier and Andersen, neurons selective for stimuli within reaching distance suggests that area MIP contributes to the construction 1996). On the other hand, some neurons have purely retinotopic receptive fields and presumably operate in of a spatial representation designed to control arm movements (Colby and Duhamel, 1991) . Area MIP may retina-centered coordinates (Duhamel et al., 1997) . Finally, some neurons are sensitive to vestibular stimuli, be the source of the spatial information used by frontal cortex to guide reaching movements. which raises the possibility that they encode motion of the head relative to an inertial, or world-based, reference
The spatial reference frame in area MIP is dynamic, reflecting the fact that reaching-related representations frame (Bremmer et al., 1997) . Taken together, these findings raise the interesting possibility that neurons in a must be plastic enough to accomodate expansions of reach space. A tennis player experiences the racquet single cortical area contribute to multiple representations of space and the guidance of multiple kinds of as an extension of his or her arm, and some intriguing recent experiments suggest that bimodal neurons likeaction.
wise extend their visual receptive fields when the monkey uses a tool. Iriki et al. (1996) trained monkeys to use Arm-Centered and Reaching-Related a rake to retrieve distant objects and mapped visual Spatial Representations receptive fields before and immediately after tool use. An arm-centered spatial representation is one in which While the somatosensory receptive fields were unthe visual receptive field is anchored to the skin surface changed, the visual receptive fields expanded when the of the limb: when the arm is moved, the visual receptive monkey used the rake as an extension of its hand. The field moves with it. The most direct evidence for such a authors intepret this as a change in the body image, or representation comes from experiments in which visual schema: the enlargement of the visual receptive field receptive fields are mapped with the arm in different reflects the neural correlate of a representation of the positions. Neurons in premotor cortex have receptive hand that now incorporates the tool. The visual receptive fields that move with the arm (Graziano et al., 1994) and fields return to their original size within a few minutes encode targets in arm-centered coordinates (Caminiti after tool use is discontinued, and they do not expand et al., 1991). The arm region of premotor cortex receives at all if the monkey simply holds the rake without ininput from a specific portion of parietal cortex (Johnson tending to use it. These rapid changes in visual receptive et al., 1993) where spatial representation is thought to be field size indicate that the connections that support the arm-centered as well. Neurons in the medial intraparietal expansion must be in place all along. These MIP neuarea (area MIP) are specialized for responding to stimuli rons, like those in area LIP, have access to visual inforwithin reaching distance and for acting on them by mation well beyond the immediately apparent receptive reaching (Colby and Duhamel, 1991) . A range of refield. sponse properties is found in area MIP, from purely Intended motor actions have an impact on receptive somatosensory, to bimodal, to purely visual. These refields and spatial representation in both areas MIP and sponse types are encountered sequentially as an elec-LIP. These results underscore the importance of looking trode is moved from the lip of the sulcus toward the at the influence of behavior on sensory representations. fundus (Figure 2) . Purely somatosensory neurons typiIn both cases, the changes in spatial representation cally have receptive fields on the contralateral limbs, presumably reflect the impact of feedback projections most often on the hand. Bimodal neurons have visual from frontal to parietal cortex (Johnson et al., 1996) . We responses to the onset of a stationary visual stimulus usually think of perception as leading to action. Visual signals arriving in cortex are analyzed and processed as well as somatosensory responses to passive touch. Responses of one SEF neuron in four conditions. In each condition, the monkey is instructed by a cue (small bar with white dot at one end) to saccade to the left or right end of a target bar. The cue appears briefly (onset indicated by vertical shaded bar) and is followed by a variable delay period during which the monkey maintains central fixation. At the end of the delay, a target bar appears at one of three locations above the fixation point and the monkey saccades to one end of it. Histograms are aligned on the onset of the saccade. The two panels on the left show strong activity during the delay period and the saccade to the left end of the bar, regardless of whether this required a leftward or a rightward eye movement. The two panels on the right show that much less activity was evoked when the monkey made identical eye movements directed toward the right end of the target bar. The firing rate depended on the object-centered direction of the response. Adapted from Olson and Gettner, 1995. through multiple stages, objects are recognized and loin constructing an action-oriented representation that translates visual information into motor action. cations identified, a decision of some kind is made, and an action is generated. This process is generally conceived of as information moving forward through a Object-Centered Spatial Representation system whose output, a motor act, represents the end Actions are directed toward objects in the environment of the process. Equally important, however, may be the and toward specific locations on an object. Picking up reverse process by which the output is fed back to earlier your coffee cup requires that you locate both the cup stages, allowing action to influence perception.
in egocentric space and the handle in relation to the cup. The spatial reference frame that guides such movements is not limited to the egocentric representations Grasp-Related Spatial Representation described above. Evidence from frontal cortex demonThe evidence for a grasp-related representation comes strates that single neurons can encode movement direcfrom two newly identified regions in the intraparietal tion relative to the object itself (Olson and Gettner, 1995) . sulcus. This representation is different from those deThe supplementary eye field neuron illustrated in Figure  scribed above in that the spatial dimension being repre-5 is selective for the object-centered direction of an sented is the desired shape of the hand rather than eye movement: the neuron is strongly active for eye its position in egocentric space. Visual neurons in the movements directed to the left end of a bar but much caudal intraparietal sulcus (Kusunoki et al., 1993, Soc. less active for eye movements directed to the right end Neurosci., abstract; Shikata et al., 1996) and in the anteof a bar. This is true even though the physical direction rior intraparietal area (area AIP) are of the eye movement is held constant. This surprising sensitive to the shape and orientation of objects, while result indicates that neurons can make use of quite motor neurons are activated in conjunction with specific abstract spatial reference frames. Object-centered spahand movements. In a memory-guided reaching task, tial information could potentially guide arm movements these neurons are most strongly activated when the as well as eye movements. Additionally, neuropsychomonkey is remembering an object with the neuron's logical evidence indicates that an object-centered referpreferred object shape (Murata et al., 1996) . Reversible ence frame is used to direct attention: some patients inactivation of area AIP interferes with the monkey's exhibit object-centered neglect after parietal lobe damability to shape its hand appropriately for grasping an age (Behrmann and Moscovitch, 1994; Behrmann and object but does not produce a deficit in reaching per Tipper, 1994; Tipper and Behrmann, 1996) . se (Gallese et al., 1994) . In summary, this area has a very specific, action-oriented spatial representation dedicated to the visual guidance of grasping with the Conclusions The primary insight gained from physiological studies hand. This representation is used by premotor cortex to control hand shape and grip (Jeannerod et al., 1995;  is that our unitary experience of space emerges from a diversity of spatial representations. Objects and loca- Gallese et al., 1997) . In contrast to the object recognition functions of neurons in ventral stream visual areas such tions are represented relative to multiple reference frames. The existence of several independent spatial as inferotemporal cortex, these AIP neurons are involved different aspects of space? The essential answer is that parietal and frontal cortex construct multiple, action- Bisiach, E., and Vallar, G. (1988) . Hemineglect in humans. In Handbook of Neuropsychology, Vol. 1, F. Boller and J. Grafman, eds. oriented spatial representations in order to serve distinct of feedback from frontal cortex to parietal cortex. Ef- (1991) . Making arm movements within different parts of space: the fector-centered representations can also incorporate inpremotor and motor cortical representations of a coordinate system for reaching to visual targets. J. Neurosci. 11, 1182 Neurosci. 11, -1197 formation about object shape and orientation (area AIP), properties normally associated with ventral stream proCaminiti, R., Ferraina, S., and Johnson, P.B. (1996) . The sources of visual information to the primate frontal lobe: a novel role for the cessing, so as to guide actions in space precisely. cortex construct an allocentric spatial representation in Neuropsychologia 29, which locations are coded relative to an object of inter- Colby, C.L., and Duhamel, J.-R. (1996) . Spatial representations for est. Object-centered representations are potentially action in parietal cortex. Cog. Brain Res. 5, [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] useful for acting on, paying attention to, or remembering Colby, C.L., Gattass, R., Olson, C.R., and Gross, C.G. (1988) . Topoparticular locations as defined with respect to a salient graphic organization of cortical afferents to extrastriate visual area object.
PO in the macaque: a dual tracer study. J. Comp. Neurol. 269, Neuropsychological studies tell us that we use multiple spatial reference frames to perceive and act on the 
